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Concept and Quality Criteria 

1. Objective
The design disciplines of architecture and landscape architecture at the 
universities have a long academic tradition, including doctorates. Today, 
the proportion of design-relevant topics and design-based methods in the 
total number of doctoral theses is low. Engineering, historical or social 
science topics and methods are dominating.
For this reason, PEP (Programm Entwurfsbasierte Promotion —program 
for design-based doctorate) aims to promote design within the framework 
of research in architecture and landscape architecture. This is implemen-
ted as an innovative form of doctoral supervision that incorporates design 
results and uses design as an epistemic tool to develop relevant knowled-
ge contributions for the design disciplines. PEP offers suitable research 
methods and criteria for design-based research within the framework of 
doctoral studies.
PEP is suitable for candidates of design disciplines who have developed 
very good skills in design and have already found and worked on new 
topics through their individual design activities. PEP understands design 
as a process that produces spatial solutions. Spatial solutions represent 
complex and indissoluble penetrations of aesthetic, ethical, social and 
technical aspects as a holistic spatial presence and therefore cannot be 
adequately described by text and numerical values.
Problem-solving procedures without spatial and design-based deepening, 
such as area planning or management and moderation processes, are not 
suitable for participation in PEP. In PEP, projects are an indispensable part 
of design-based scientific work.

2. Involved Professors
PEP is an initiative of professors and not of universities. It was founded 
in 2016 by the professors of the Technical University (TU) Berlin Prof. Dr. 
Ignacio Borrego, Prof. Ralf Pasel and Prof. Jürgen Weidinger, Prof. Dr. 
Matthias Ballestrem of the HafenCity University (HCU) Hamburg and Do-
natella Fioretti of the Düsseldorf Art Academy (Kunstakademie Düssel-
dorf). PEP proposes a first supervisor to each doctoral candidate, who 
in turn confirms the supervision of the doctoral thesis. If Prof. Dr. Ignacio 
Borrego, Prof. Ralf Pasel or Prof. Jürgen Weidinger is recommended as 
the first supervisor for the doctoral studies, the doctorate will be registe-
red at the TU Berlin. If Prof. Dr. Matthias Ballestrem is recommended as 
the first supervisor, the application for the doctoral studies will be made 
at HafenCity University. Doctorates are not possible at the Kunstakademie 
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Düsseldorf. Prof. Donatella Fioretti is involved in the PEP as supervisor 
and second reviewer.
Depending on the assignment, the doctoral regulations of the respective 
university are applicable. All doctoral candidates in PEP are obliged to 
comply with the respective doctoral regulations.

3. Methodological Framework for Design-Based Research in PEP
Design-based research serves to tap new areas of knowledge of the 
design disciplines and to qualify this knowledge also through inter- and 
transdisciplinary scientific discourses. To this end, design itself is applied 
as a method and the design results are understood and described as 
scientific findings.
Design-based research is about developing and lifting new knowledge 
from your own design results. The knowledge contained in the projects 
is made explicit and accessible through critical examination. This takes 
place through an iterative process of designing, reflecting on the design 
results, explaining and re-integrating the results of the research into new 
designs. By comparing their own contribution to the discourse with related 
and relevant knowledge of the design disciplines, doctoral candidates 
position their own contribution in the discourse, make the newly acquired 
knowledge available to their own discipline and at the same time create 
connecting points to other disciplines.
Doctoral candidates must have already produced a body of work, i.e. a 
sufficient number of very good designs or very good realized projects. A 
design-based doctoral project within the framework of PEP consists of 
two intertwined and interdependent parts, i.e. a design part and a written 
part. The design components of the design part are not only illustrative, 
but represent independent research results.

4. Structure of the Supervision of the Doctoral Studies in PEP
All requirements for a doctorate are regulated in the respective doctoral 
regulations.
For design-based research, PEP has formulated a procedure that structu-
res the process of extraction of knowledge from design practice, makes 
it comprehensible and assessable. The doctoral candidates must pass 
through the following steps, i.e. presentations with specific objectives:
. Letter of application
. PEP 0 Application presentation
. PEP 1 to 4 presentations
. PEP 5 Milestone presentation
. Submission of the Dissertation
. PEP 6 Defense and Exhibition
After a successful PEP 0 application presentation, at least 6 more PEP 
presentations will take place in the context of biannual joint colloquia of all 
participants.
In order to ensure the consistency of the processing and supervision, each 
presentation may be suspended a maximum of once. In consultation with 
the supervisors, it is possible to extend the completion time after the PEP 
5 presentation.
The objectives of the presentations PEP 1-6 build on each other and pro-
vide a methodological framework. Doctoral candidates are required to pre-
sent artefacts of the design work in the PEP colloquia. After each PEP pre-
sentation, doctoral candidates receive suggestions and critical feedback 
on the status of their doctoral studies. The colloquia are held in English 
and/or German.
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PEP 0: Application presentation
The applicants present the outline of their proposed doctoral studies. 

PEP 1: Design projects, leading interest, outline of the research question 
and corresponding methodological approach
The doctoral candidate present the deepening of the doctoral studies. It 
should be shown how and which new projects are employed to answer 
the research question. Criteria for investigating the research question are 
being elaborated.

PEP 2: Specification of the research question by old and new projects
New projects contribute to the clarification of the research question.  
Reflections on the new projects sharpen the argumentation and form 
the basis for those questions that will be investigated through the next 
projects.

PEP 3: Clarification of the argumentation by old and new projects and 
initial comparison of the found results with existing knowledge stocks on 
the research topic
New projects contribute to the clarification of the research question. 
Reflections on the new projects and initial comparisons of the found 
results with existing knowledge stocks on the research topic sharpen the 
argumentation and form the basis for future studies.

PEP 4: Further specification of the argumentation by old and new projects 
and in-depth comparison of the found results with existing knowledge 
stocks on the research topic, draft of a structured presentation of the 
entire investigation
More projects, repeated reflection on the projects and an in-depth 
comparison with related knowledge stocks to sharpen the candidate’s 
own results. In preparation for PEP 5, a structured presentation of the 
entire study is to be prepared.

PEP 5: Presentation of the entire study as a milestone presentation
The milestone presentation has the structure of approx. 75 % of the 
doctoral studies, including preliminary studies through the candidate’s 
own body of work, working out the topic of the doctorate (research 
question), examination of the doctoral topic by means of at least three 
projects developed in the process of the doctoral studies and reflection on 
the projects until the research question has been clarified and comparison 
of the results with related positions of the discourse in theory and practice.

PEP 6: Scientific defense including an exhibition 
Furthermore, the combination of the scientific defense with an exhibition 
is requested, which includes preliminary work and those design results 
that have made significant contributions to the gain in knowledge. The 
exhibition must include at least three projects relevant to the topic of the 
doctoral thesis, which have been developed within the framework of the 
doctoral studies and which show the design-based development of the 
work.
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